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Using designs from seven of the bestselling stamp sets created by Gina K. Designs, this guide
enables crafters of all skill levels to create unique, framed greeting cards. Each featured stamp set
includes a frame large enough to fill an A2-sized card beautifully, while also providing
complementary sentiments and images to use as stand-alone focal points or to create patterns.
Project ideas featuring both line-art frames and bold frames allow virtually every rubber stamping
technique to be explored. Detailed step-by-step tutorials demonstrate each new technique, and
gallery projects show design variations for year-round themes, occasions, and styles, making this a
handbook that paper crafters will love to explore. Â
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I really appreciate this author's attention to detail and creativity. I have Ms. Muenchinger's first book
A Year of Flowers: Creative, Stamped Cards for Every Occasion and found it to be one of the best
stamper books I owned (at the time). Despite the fact my craft room is overflowing a bit and my
Hubs has put a moratorium on any more craft book purchases, I had to sneak in this book because I
find the ideas so inspiring. Ms. Muenchinger does NOT disappoint. Her tutorials are particularly
helpful and even my young daughter could follow along w/ the projects. A must have for any
stamper, no matter what your current experience level!

Melanie has done it again with a fabulous new book packed full of card making ideas and

techniques. I love the creative uses she shows for using framed stamps on cards and the incredible
variety found in this book. Fabulous Stamped Frames has gorgeous projects and is packed full of
tutorials and tips, so you can easily follow along and create your own fabulous stamped frame
cards! The instructions are well written and the step out photos are so helpful. Great book!

Like her first book: "A Year of Flowers", Melanie's second book: "Fabulous Stamped Frames" is
another "must have" for any card maker's collection. Chock full of tips and techniques, each card is
demonstrated in easy to follow steps. Melanie's joy in stamping, and sharing how to make these
gorgeous cards featuring her own stamp designs literally jumps off the page. Each card is
photographed with such attention to detail that the pages themselves, look like artwork. I often bring
her books with me to appointments, to read while waiting. When someone in the waiting room
questions me about the book, just from noticing the cover, that pretty much says it all!

Melanie has created a beautiful and informative book with Fabulous Stamped Frames. It is full of
gorgeous cards and easy to follow step-by-step instructions. She has included many great
techniques, tips, tricks and time-saving information to help you with your projects. She shares her
ideas and leaves you with much inspiration. You can't help but want to get inky!

This is a fantastic book. Very explanatory. Loved the techniques and even if you are familiar with the
techniques makes you want to get out your supplies.

I really like this book it has alot of good hints in iteveryone should buy this one they will be happy
with it

Simple, easy to follow directions with great pictures/graphics to achieve amazing results! I would
recommend it to all levels of card makers.

This book has great ideas on making cards. The directions are clear and also has pictures of the
card which show exactly how it will look.
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